
Reactivity in multi dog households &
redirecting

As if owning one reactive dog was not yet enough, it unfortunately mostly gets even  more
difficult when we have a reactive dog in a multi-dog household.
When one dog has a reactive response, others often feed off of that and can themselves
become reactive in the process.

I have often had students ask me if they could “cure” their reactive dog by just adopting
another, non-reactive dog - unfortunately it rarely works like this.
The more likely outcome is that the first dog’s reactivity will get picked up by the second
one as well, and then they have twice the dogs to train!
So - if this is a plan you had, to add a second dog to calm down the first one, I would really
recommend you do not follow through with this. Instead, first decrease your current dog’s
reactivity and get a second dog once you’re happy with your first dog’s behavior (because
that second dog might also come with a range of different behavioral and training needs!)

Because there is an exception to every rule, I just want to mention that there is the less
common case in which there is one reactive dog in a family and the other dog or dogs are
completely calm and non-reactive. They might be senior dogs and just look the other way
when the youngster has a freakout or maybe they are even young and their nature and
upbringing just turned them into extremely well-adjusted dogs.

If this is the case for you, I want to congratulate you on those other dogs. They have to be
really well-balanced and socialized to not pick up on the reactivity of a dog in their
household.
So, if you do own multiple dogs and only one is reactive and all others are calm: kudos to
you. That is quite rare and your dogs are really worth their weight in gold.

However, a lot of you listening to this probably own several reactive dogs. What happened
in those cases is that they actually started to become each other’s trigger. So maybe dog #1
is reactive towards people and starts barking and lunging. Now this sets off dog #2. And



dog #1 definitely gets more intense once dog #2 joins. So now you have two dogs that are
flipping out and definitely feeding off of each other’s stress and noise.
It can be a big challenge to just remove two barking, lunging dogs effectively from their
trigger once they have crossed the threshold.

Now, like you learned in the lesson on prioritizing triggers, it is important to make a plan of
when you will tackle each trigger. In the case of owning several reactive dogs, you
absolutely need to start out working with them individually on their triggers, and only once
they improve by themselves, then you can combine them again in training.
If you have a helper - a family member or friend - then you could train both dogs in the
same setup, but each dog needs their own trainer. So you would explain our approach of
counterconditioning to them, and then hand them the dog and treats and both dogs get
the full attention of their individual handler.

I know it would be really much more convenient if one person could just train two or three
reactive dogs at once, but this is really not possible. In order to make improvements quickly
and effectively, each dog needs a trainer that can respond to them at all times during a
training situation. You need to watch your surroundings, you need to watch your dog’s
body language, need to scatter treats for him etc.
Already if you have 2 dogs, each dog only gets 50% of your attention - and that’s just not
enough for a dog that is reactive. It’s like being on your phone for half of the training
session. You WILL miss some important aspects and reactions and your timing will not be
as good as if you focus on one dog alone.

However, once your dogs have improved in the individual sessions, you can definitely
combine them and have sessions with them together. You will be ready for that point when
the dogs have improved considerably in their one-on-one sessions and are less reactive
then.
If you own more than two dogs, you want to combine them dog by dog. So, do not go from
individual sessions to having 5 dogs in a session at once - that again is too much, too soon.

Instead, go from two dogs to three dogs to four dogs and so on.

Another big issue in owning several reactive dogs is that they often do not just react
towards their trigger, but actually turn around and snap at each other. This is called
redirecting. It can happen any time that your dogs are very excited and close to each other.



The excitement does not even always have to be “negative excitement” (so - that’s stress)
but it can even be “positive excitement”. Some dogs for example redirect at each other
when they are waiting at the door for the owner to come home, and when one bumps into
the other or they spiral out of control in their arousal, they bite each other.

It can happen when one or more of your dogs are reacting towards a trigger, and then
suddenly turn around and take it out on the other dog.
Once more, it is extremely important here that you first work with the dogs in individual
sessions. If a dog’s conditioned emotional response is so intense that facing the trigger
(again, this could even be the trigger of a positive emotion) makes them ready to redirect,
we need to prevent this from happening through management.

There is nothing you can realistically do as or after your dog has redirected that will stop
this and make it unlikely to happen again. The right way to go about this is to work with the
dogs in separate sessions so that we stop the redirection from occurring. Once we have
changed how our dog feels in the individual sessions, then we can see about adding
another dog back into the training setup.

Now, I often have students tell me that while their dogs redirect in situations close to a
trigger, they do just fine and even like each other in calm setups. They might snuggle
together or play chase or wrestle or even share bones.
My answer to them always is that ok, it is great that they do get along in some situations,
but does not make the redirecting any less concerning. You can even think of the
redirection as some sort of split personality issue. So when your dog is calm he is safe and
fun to be around for the other dog. But once your dog is triggered, he can become
seriously dangerous due to the redirection.

So please - do not think that just because your dogs get along most of the time, there is
some sort of inbuilt inhibition in the redirecting. A dog that redirects is in a totally unhinged
state of mind and he can absolutely injure your other dog badly.

Again: management is the #1 priority. It is your job to make sure that your dogs are not
exposed to triggers that would cause redirection together. You know best when this could
occur. I want you to be super conservative in your setups. It is always ok to be a little extra
cautious.



If your dogs are really reactive when they’re with each other, this might mean that you
cannot walk them together for a while. Now, I would much prefer you only walk or work
with each dog 30 min a day, than you combine them and do 60 min and they flip out and
further rehearse their reactivity and redirect.
It is much better your dog is a little bit sad about a shorter outing than VERY sad about
being attacked and injured AND having his reactivity increased.

But I promise: If you do first work with your dogs in individual sessions and THEN combine
them once you are happy with their changed reaction by themselves, you will make
progress and you can absolutely get back to the place where they can be in the presence of
former triggers together.


